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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Reason for this Statement of Common Ground

1.1.1

1.2
1.2.1

This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) has been prepared by
SMart Wind Limited (SMart Wind) on behalf of Optimus Wind Limited
and Breesea Limited (together ‘the Applicant’) and the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA) (together ‘the parties’) as a means of clearly
stating the areas of agreement, and any areas of disagreement, between
the two parties in relation to the proposed Development Consent Order
(DCO) application for the Hornsea Offshore Wind Farm, Project Two
(‘the Project’). This SoCG does not deal with or extend to any
development other than the Project.

Approach to SoCG
This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the
Project and following pre-application consultation. In accordance with
discussions between the Applicant and the MCA the SoCG is focused on
the key issues raised by MCA during the pre-application consultation
and/or within the Relevant Representation from MCA (representation
number
24,
received
22
April
2015
from Maritime and Coastguard Agency).

1.2.2

Section 3 highlights the common ground that exists between both
parties.

1.2.3

Section 4 highlights those matters where agreement has not yet been
reached.

1.2.4

Section 5 highlights those matters where agreement has not yet been
reached.

1.2.5

Throughout this document the phrase “It is agreed…” is used as a
precursor to any point of agreement that has been specifically stated by
agreement between the parties to this SoCG.

1.2.6

The phrase “It is not agreed…” is used as a precursor to any point that
parties to this SoCG wish to state as not yet agreed.

1.2.7

It is the intention that this document gives the Examining Authority (Ex.A)
sight of the level of common ground between the parties at an early
stage of the examination process. All matters agreed at this stage will
remain agreed throughout examination.
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1.3

The Development

1.3.1

The Project will constitute up to two offshore wind generating stations with a total
capacity of up to 1,800 MW and will include all associated offshore and onshore
infrastructure. There will be up to 360 turbines (depending on turbine type) within
the Project, with turbine capacities ranging from 5 MW up to 15 MW being
considered.

1.3.2

The area within the Hornsea Zone in which the Project’s turbines and inter-array
cabling, as well as associated infrastructure such as offshore HVAC collector
substations, offshore HVDC converter stations and offshore accommodation
platforms will be placed, has been labelled ‘Subzone 2’. Subzone 2 is located in
the centre of the Hornsea Zone and has a total area of 462 km2. The western
boundary of Subzone 2 lies 89 km from the coast of the East Riding of Yorkshire
and the eastern boundary is 50 km from the median line between UK and Dutch
waters.

1.3.3

The offshore cable route extends from the proposed landfall at Horseshoe Point
in Lincolnshire, offshore in a north-easterly direction to the southern boundary of
Subzone 2. The route is approximately 150 km in length. From the proposed
landfall point at Horseshoe Point, onshore cables will connect the offshore wind
generating stations to the onshore substation (which could comprise of up to two
electrical transmission stations) which will in turn, connect to the existing National
Grid substation at North Killingholme in North Lincolnshire, a distance of
approximately 40 km. For the purposes of this SoCG, ‘offshore’ refers to the land
and seabed on the seaward side of the mean high water mark and ‘onshore’
refers to the land (and any seabed) on the landward side of the mean high water
mark.

1.3.4

The Project comprises up to two offshore wind farms: Project A and Project B
together with the associated development and grid connection for each Project.
Both wind farms have the same connection point into the National Grid
substation and follow the same cable route.

1.3.5

Project A and Project B are likely to be constructed by different operators:
Optimus Wind Limited (‘Optimus Wind’) in the case of Project A and Breesea
Limited (‘Breesea’) in the case of Project B. Both Optimus Wind and Breesea
are named as an undertaker within the DCO. Optimus Wind is the relevant
undertaker in relation to the Project A works, whilst Breesea is the relevant
undertaker for the Project B works and the shared works, which can be carried
out by Optimus Wind or Breesea. This is subject to the transfer provisions
included within the DCO.

1.3.6

To facilitate this multi undertaker approach, the DCO provides for four deemed
marine licences, two for Project A (one for the generating station (deemed
marine licence A1) and one for the offshore transmission infrastructure (deemed
marine licence A2)) and two for Project B (again, one for the generating station
7

(deemed marine licence B1) and one for the offshore transmission infrastructure
(deemed marine licence B2)).
1.3.7

The DCO confers on Optimus Wind powers of compulsory acquisition, subject to
the consent of Breesea, over land required for the Project A works and the
shared works or to facilitate, or which is incidental to those works and it confers
on Breesea powers of compulsory acquisition, subject to the consent of Optimus
Wind, over land required for the Project B works and the shared works or to
facilitate, or which is incidental to those works.

1.3.8

The works are described in such a way as to allow flexibility as to whether they
form one or two wind generating stations together with the required associated
development. This approach means that the consent granted will be flexible and
will allow a commercial decision to be made post-consent on how the Project will
be built out.

1.4

Application elements under Maritime and Coastguard Agency
remit.

1.4.1

The MCA implements the government’s maritime safety policy in the UK and
works to prevent the loss of life on the coast and at sea. As well as provision of
emergency response, salvage and counter pollution within UK waters the MCA
also develops and maintains guidance and regulations for the navigational safety
including the provision of navigation risk assessment guidance to ensure that
offshore developments maintain safe navigation around the waters of the UK.

1.4.2

Work Nos. 1A and 1B to 5A and 5B (offshore works) detailed in Part 1 of
Schedule A of the draft DCO submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) on
30 January 2015 describe the offshore elements of the Project which may affect
the interests of the MCA. This SoCG is focused on the key issues raised by the
MCA in relation to the construction and operation of the Project.
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2

CONSULTATION

2.1.1

The consultation undertaken by SMart Wind during the pre-application process is
detailed in the Consultation Report (PINS document reference 2,1), which
accompanied the DCO submission and which demonstrates how SMart Wind
has complied with its duties under Section 42, 47, 48 and 49 of the Planning Act
2008.

2.1.2

It is agreed that Table 2.1 below presents an accurate chronological overview of
the principal consultations in relation to the application which were undertaken
with MCA during the pre-application process.

2.1.3

Consultation was previously undertaken withMCA prior to January 2013 in
relation to Hornsea Project One. Project Two is similar, both in terms of its nature
and location, to Project One. As such, where matters have been discussed and
agreed during consultation on Project One, and are applicable to the Project Two
NRA and EIA, they have been taken into consideration in the preparation of the
Environmental Statement. This SoCG represents a composite record of points
agreed/not agreed in a Project Two context only.

Table 2.1: Consultation undertaken with MCA pre-application.
Date

Activity

24/07/2012

Meeting with MCA to introduce the Project. Meeting included overview
introduction to the design of Project Two including the potential
requirement for a High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) Reactive
Compensation Substation.

01/11/2012

Scoping Opinion issued to MCA.

22/04/2013

Shipping Workshop with MCA, Trinity House (THLS) and the Chamber
of Shipping where the cumulative assessment method was agreed for
shipping and navigation. Also discussions on the locations of High
Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) Reactive Compensation
Substations for the Project.

22/10/2013

Hazard workshop. Although MCA did not attend the workshop they
were given opportunity to comment on the hazard log which was the
output of the meeting.

01/09/2014

Phase 2 consultation meeting.
Discussions with the MCA in
conjunction with THLS on the layout of the Project including in
combination with Project One.

16/09/2014

Section 48 notice issued to MCA
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Date

Activity

2.2

Post-Application Consultation

2.2.1

Table 2.2 below presents a chronological overview of the principal consultations
in relation to the application which were undertaken with the MCA during the
post-application process.

2.2.2

It is agreed that Table 2.2 presents an accurate chronological overview of the
principal consultations with the MCA undertaken post submission of the
application.

Table 2.2:
Date

Consultation undertaken with the MCA post-application.
Activity

22/04/2015

Relevant representation received from the MCA.

11/05/2015

Draft SoCG issued to MCA

21/05/2015

Comments received by SMW on SoCG from MCA

28/05/2015

Comments received by SMW on DCO/DML from MCA

02/06/2015

Meeting with SMW, MCA and THLS to further discuss the SoCG
and the HVAC Reactive Compensation Substations further
assessments.

26/06/2015

Version 2 of SoCG issued to MCA

06/07/2015

Comments received from MCA on Version 2 of SoCG

07/07/2015

Telephone Call to discuss comments on Version 2 of the SoCG

08/07/2015

Version 3 of the SoCG issued to MCA
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3

ACCEPTED DATA / STATEMENTS – SHIPPING AND NAVIGATION

3.1.1

The following sections of this SoCG set out agreed statements pertaining to
those aspects of the Project, Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and
associated draft DCO and deemed Marine Licences that are of interest to MCA.

3.2

Introduction

3.2.1

Project Two is similar, both in terms of its nature and location, to Project One, as
such the agreed Project One SoCG informed discussions and drafting for this
document.

3.2.2

It is agreed that the mitigation proposed at this stage and secured within the draft
DCO in relation to matters that fall within the remit of MCA to the Project are
sufficient.

3.3

Study Area

3.3.1

It is agreed that the study area used to inform the assessment of the Project on
shipping and navigation was appropriate.

3.4

Consultation

3.4.1

It is agreed that throughout the pre-application process, the level of consultation
and the provision of information has been sufficient in informing the MCA of the
development of the Project and the predicted impacts on shipping and
navigation.

3.5

Baseline Environment and Marine Traffic Survey

3.5.1

It is agreed that the shipping and navigation baseline environment has been
adequately described in the Environmental Statement.

3.5.2

Based on the information provided within Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and
Navigation of the Environmental Statement it is agreed that the marine traffic
survey data used is appropriate for the assessment and details a good
representation of commercial traffic in the area of the Project.
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3.6

Project Two Worst Case Scenario

3.6.1

It is agreed that given the design parameters of the Project, the maximum
development of infrastructure (up to 360 turbines and 10 substations/platforms)
and the layout options noted within the Environmental Statement (Volume 2,
Chapter 7: Shipping and Navigation) would result in the worst case collision and
allision scenario for commercial vessels. Further noting it is agreed that
Condition 10(1) (a) of the DMLs provides sufficient control in relation to this worst
case scenario by providing that the licensed activities may not commence until a
final layout plan has been approved by the Marine Management Organisation
(MMO), in consultation with THLS and the MCA).

3.7

Designed-in Mitigation Measures Adopted as part of Project Two
with Respect to Shipping and Navigation

3.7.1

It is agreed that the measures presented in Table 7.14 of Volume 2, Chapter 7:
Shipping and Navigation of the Environmental Statement are sufficient to
minimise navigational safety impacts to users of commercial vessels during the
construction and operation of the proposed Project.

3.7.2

It is agreed that the need for additional mitigation has not been identified by the
project NRA (Volume 5, Annexes 7.1 and 7.2) and therefore provision of
mitigation such as real-time weather information, AIS coverage, radar and VHF
radio aerials has not been discussed and are not deemed necessary at this
stage of the project.

3.8

Methodology

3.8.1

It is agreed that the Navigational Risk Assessment (Volume 5, Annex 7.1) for
Subzone 2 and the cable route (including offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substation) has been undertaken in line with the requirements set out in the
Marine Guidance Note (MGN) 371 – Guidance on UK Navigation Practice,
Safety and Emergency Response Issues, the Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC) Methodology for Assessing Marine Navigational Safety Risks
and the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Guidelines for Formal Safety
Assessment.

3.8.2

It is agreed that the approach adopted in Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and
Navigation of the Environmental Statement is appropriate to assess the
magnitude and range of navigational safety impacts from the proposed Project
on the users of commercial vessels.

3.9

Impact Assessment

3.9.1

It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately assessed navigational safety
impacts on users of commercial vessels from the Project and that mitigation
measures implemented are sufficient to bring risk to tolerable levels.
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3.9.2

Based on the information provided within Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and
Navigation of the Environmental Statement, it is agreed that the main shipping
route deviations caused by the Project in isolation are, in the opinion of the MCA,
tolerable and that any directly affected regular operators have been consulted
with directly resulting in no outstanding commercial impacts.

3.9.3

It is agreed that, in accordance with the outcome of the assessment presented in
Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and Navigation of the Environmental Statement,
the impacts on users of commercial vessels during construction, operation and
decommissioning are unlikely to be significant, assuming that the measures
presented in Table 7.14 of Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and Navigation are
implemented.

3.10

Final Project Two Layout

3.10.1

It is agreed that Condition 10(1) (a) of the DMLs provides adequate mitigation by
ensuring the proposed final layout will be submitted for approval to the MMO;
who will then in turn consult with the MCA and THLS on any issues with
navigational safety, prior to giving approval. This agreement includes all surface
structures (structures visible above Lowest Astronomical Tide) noted within the
DCO including the wind turbine generators, offshore substations and HVAC
Reactive Compensation Substations. It is agreed that the plan which is required
to be agreed with the MMO in consultation with the MCA under Condition
10(1)(a) of the DMLs will include details of turbine identification marking in
accordance with MGN 371.

3.10.2

In addition it is agreed that, Condition 5 of the DMLs which requires the
undertaker to exhibit such lights, marks, sounds, signals and other aids to
navigation and take such other steps for the prevention of danger to navigation
which TH may from time to time direct is appropriate.
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3.11

Cumulative Impact Assessment

3.11.1

It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately assessed impacts on users of
commercial vessels from the Project, together with other Projects and activities
within the southern North Sea. To mitigate the risk of cumulative risk and as per
3.10.1 the final Project layout will also be agreed in line with Condition 10(1) (a)
of the DML; giving consideration to cumulative alignment where applicable. This
agreement includes the layout of all surface structures noted within the DCO and
this will include all of the surface structures that may have a cumulative effect.
Based on the information provided within Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and
Navigation of the Environmental Statement, it is agreed that the main shipping
route deviations caused by the Project in combination with Project One are
tolerable with regards to navigational safety impacts noting the requirement for
final sign off of the layout as per section 3.10. Furthermore it is agreed that the
work undertaken as part of the Southern North Sea Offshore Windfarm Forum
(SNSOWF) has provided a realistic and regional scale development scenario for
consideration by the MCA

3.12
3.12.1

Safety Zones
It is agreed that the requirement and use of construction safety zones as
provided within Volume 2, Chapter 7: Shipping and Navigation of the
Environmental Statement, is noted and supported by MCA. It is agreed that the
use of 500 metre (m) safety zones during the period of construction, and for
major maintenance activities during the operational phase, around each wind
turbine, offshore accommodation platform, offshore HVAC collector substation,
offshore HVDC converter substation and offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substation is appropriate in order to ensure the safety of the structures,
construction workers, construction vessels and other vessels navigating the area
whilst works are taking place. It is agreed that safety zones of 50 m may be
sought for incomplete structures at which construction activity may be temporarily
paused such as installed monopiles without transition pieces or where
construction works are completed but the wind farm has not yet been
commissioned. It is also agreed that the MCA acknowledges that an application
may be made for 500 m safety zones around each of the offshore
accommodation platforms, offshore HVAC collector substations, offshore HVDC
converter substations and offshore HVAC reactive compensation substations
during the operational phase of Project Two in order to ensure the safety of the
individuals on the platforms, protect against electrical hazards and the danger of
spillage and to ensure the safety of operation and maintenance vessels and other
vessels navigating in the area
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3.13
3.13.1

3.14

Cable Burial
It is agreed that Condition 10(2) f mitigates the risk of underwater allision with
transiting surface craft by ensuring that any cable burial works installed as part of
the Project ensure safe navigable depth. The offshore interarray cable,
interconnector cables and export cables will be buried where seabed conditions
allow or protected with suitable methods to ensure the risk of snagging or anchor
interaction is mitigated. It is agreed that Condition 10(2)f(ii) specifically mitigates
the risk by requiring a detailed cable laying plan, including geotechnical data,
cable laying techniques and a cable burial risk assessment encompassing the
identification of any cable protection which exceeds 5% of navigable depth
referenced to Chart Datum. In the event that any area of cable protection
exceeding 5% of navigable depth is identified, details of any steps (to be
determined following consultation with the MCA post consent and prior to works
commencing) would be taken to ensure existing and future safe navigation is not
compromised.

Emergency Response Cooperation Plan

3.14.1

It is agreed that an approved ERCOP will need to be in place prior to
construction being undertaken and agreed by the Secretary of State in
consultation with MCA, as per draft DCO, Schedules H, I, J and K (draft Deemed
Marine Licences), Part 2, Condition 4(1) to 4 (4) to mitigate risk associated with
increased activity on site and coordinating responses. The ERCOP would
provide one element of the developers overall Safety Management System .

3.15

Construction & Monitoring Programme and Construction Method
Statement
The MCA noted within their relevant representation that they are concerned with
regard to the scale of the project and potential for a phased construction
programme and that they would wish to see some form of linear progression of
the construction programme avoiding disparate construction sites across the
development area. It is agreed that as a mitigation measure the Project is
required to develop a Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) following grant of
consent and prior to construction that will include a construction and monitoring
programme and construction method statement under DML Condition 10 (2) It
is agreed that the CoCP will include details of any phased development and will
require sign off from the MMO, prior to any construction works starting.
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3.16

Deemed Marine Licences

3.16.1

It is agreed that the draft DCO, Schedules H, I, J and K (draft Deemed Marine
Licences), Part 2, Condition 5(1) require aids to navigation to be exhibited
throughout the lifetime of the Project in order to ensure safe navigation through
visual aids

3.16.2

It is agreed throughout the lifetime of the Project that the draft DCO, Schedules
H, I, J and K (draft Deemed Marine Licences), Part 2, require MMO, MCA, Trinity
House and the UKHO to be notified of any damage to or destruction or decay of
the Project.

3.16.3

It is agreed that the draft DCO, Schedules H, I, J and K (draft Deemed Marine
Licences), Part 2, Condition 7(10)(a) require the UK Hydrographic Office to be
notified of the commencement, progress and completion of the Project in order
that all necessary amendments to nautical charts are made and mariners
adequately kept informed of the Project. It is agreed that, in accordance with
MCA’s Hydrography Guidelines for Offshore Developers (May 2014), bathymetric
survey data and reports (to IHO Order 1a) will be submitted to the MCA
following installation.

3.16.4

It is agreed that the draft DCO, Schedules H, I, J and K (draft Deemed Marine
Licences), Part 2, Condition 8(5) require the undertaker to remove any
construction debris within 28 days following the undertaker becoming aware of
the debris after the completion of the authorised scheme and where it cannot
practicably be removed, to notify the Marine Management Organisation (MMO),
Trinity House and the MCA.

3.16.5

As per section 3.10, it is agreed that the draft DCO, Schedules H, I, J and K
(draft Deemed Marine Licences), Condition 10(1) (a) requires a plan of the
surface structures of the development to be agreed with the MMO (in
consultation with the MCA and THLS), prior to the commencement of the
licensed activities.

3.16.6

It is agreed that pursuant to Condition 16(5) the Project to undertake vessel
traffic monitoring by Automatic Identification System for the duration of the
construction period and for a maximum duration of one year post construction. It
is also then agreed that the draft DCO, Schedules H and J (draft Deemed Marine
Licences), Condition 17(2) (f) and Schedules I and K (draft Deemed Marine
Licence), Condition 17(2) (e) requires a technical report of post construction
vessel traffic by Automated Identification System for a total period 28 days taking
into account seasonal variations in traffic patterns. This will enable the MCA to
ensure that mitigation measures installed are effective post construction.
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4
4.1.1

MATTERS SUBJECT TO ONGOING DISCUSSION
There remain no matters subject to ongoing discussion between the parties.

1

5
5.1.1

MATTERS NOT AGREED
There remain no matters of disagreement between the MCA and SMart Wind in
relation to the grant of the proposed DCO application for the Project.

2

GLOSSARY
Term

Definition

Allision

The striking of a moving object against a fixed object; as
opposed to a collision involving two moving objects.

Automatic Identification
System (AIS)

A system by which vessels automatically broadcast their
identity, key statistics (e.g., length), brief navigation details
(e.g., position, heading, destination and speed) and current
status (e.g., survey). Most commercial vessels and EU
fishing vessels over 15 m are required to have AIS.

Cumulative effects

The combined effect of the assessed Project in combination
with the effects from a number of different Projects, on the
same single receptor/resource.

Cumulative impacts

Impacts that result from changes caused by other past,
present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the
Project.

Design envelope

A description of the range of possible elements which make
up the Project design options under consideration, as set
out in detail in Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description.
This envelope is used to define the Project for
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) purposes when the
exact engineering parameters are not yet known. This is
also often referred to as the “Rochdale Envelope”.

Development
Order (DCO)

Consent

A legal order granting development consent for one or more
nationally significant infrastructure Projects.

Effect

Term used to express the consequence of an impact. The
significance of effect is determined by correlating the
magnitude of the impact with the importance, or sensitivity,
of the receptor or resource in accordance with defined
significance criteria.

Environmental
Impact
Assessment (EIA)

A statutory process by which certain planned Projects must
be assessed before a formal decision to proceed can be
made. Involves the collection and consideration of
environmental information, which fulfils the assessment
requirements of the EIA Directive, including the publication
of an Environmental Statement.

Impact

Change that is caused by an action; for example, land
clearing (action) during construction which results in habitat
3

Term

Definition
loss (impact).

Marine Guidance Note

A system of guidance notes issued by the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency which provides significant advice
relating to the improvement of the safety of shipping and of
life at sea, and to prevent or minimise pollution from
shipping.

Mitigation

Measures (which may include process or design) intended
to avoid, reduce and where possible, remedy significant
adverse impacts of a development.

Project One

The first offshore wind farm Project within the Hornsea
Round 3 Zone. It has a maximum capacity of 1.8 GW
(1,800 MW) and includes offshore and onshore
infrastructure to connect to the existing National Grid
substation located at North Killing Holme, North Lincolnshire

Project Two

The second offshore wind farm Project within the Hornsea
Round 3 Zone. It has a maximum capacity of 1.8 GW
(1,800 MW) and includes offshore and onshore
infrastructure to connect to the existing National Grid
substation located at North Killingholme, North Lincolnshire.

Subzone 1

The area within the Hornsea Zone where the Project One
wind turbines will be sited.

Subzone 2

The area within the Hornsea Zone where the Project Two
wind turbines will be sited.
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